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Introduction
Over the years, software development processes have evolved from rigid methodologies like the waterfall model to more 

adaptable and iterative approaches such as continuous development (CD) and continuous integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD). 

These new methodologies prioritize agility and adaptability, which are critical for improving developer productivity and faster time 

to results. Software development teams are constantly looking for ways to optimize their processes, improve code quality, and 

speed innovation. By continuously improving their software development workflows, teams can ensure that they are delivering 

quality of results (QoR) that meet the needs of their customers and help their organizations stay ahead of the competition.

Source code management tools and binary package management systems are two essential elements in any software 

development life cycle. Perforce, Subversion (SVN), and various flavors of Git are common source code management tools used in 

various industry verticals such as electronic device automation (EDA), oil and gas, and finance. 

Perforce is widely used as a source control management tool in EDA, gaming, and other organizations that handle large 

codebases. 

Challenges in Software Development
Although an increasing number of organizations are adopting continuous integration processes to transform their software 

development workflows, there are still certain challenges that need to be addressed. The primary issue is that organizations 

in domains such as EDA, semiconductor, media and entertainment, and gaming have huge codebases ranging from high MB to 

multiple GB in sizes, with numerous development branches. During checkout from respective development branches, software 

developers must wait to copy source code files into their work areas, change ownership and then perform a full build to complete 

the process.
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FIGURE 1  Sample CI workflow during the software development process

As shown in Figure 1, depending on the size of the development branches, users frequently have to check out their respective 

work areas and run a full build of the source code before starting to code. This process results in considerable time for onboarding 

developers in a large-scale setting. In the above diagram, user work areas are arranged as distinct directories and saved in a 

solitary file system on Pure Storage® FlashBlade//S™, which simplifies storage administration and notably accelerates  

developer productivity.

The Perforce commit servers undergo significant strain when developers check source code out and back in when making 

concurrent code modifications. This leads to a substantial amount of load in the form of high CPU usage, increased IOPS, and 

clogged bandwidth, which create a major performance bottleneck on the Perforce servers. Although the addition of more 

Perforce edge servers addresses the problem of high availability and local caching for reads, the writes (code changes) are still 

submitted to the primary Perforce servers.

How to Use This Paper
The main objective of this white paper is to enable reduction of the time required to onboard developers using Perforce and 

improve productivity by using the RapidFile Toolkit with Pure Storage FlashBlade//S. RapidFile Toolkit is a Linux utility designed to 

accelerate file management and delivers two times faster results in creation of user work areas on FlashBlade//S for  

Perforce users. 

This paper is intended for project managers, DevOps engineers, and IT administrators who manage large code databases for 

software development projects and who specialize in Perforce deployment, configuration, and management.

https://support.purestorage.com/FlashBlade/FlashBlade_Release/FlashBlade_Release_Information/RapidFileToolkit
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Perforce and Pure FlashBlade//S Architecture
The FlashBlade//S array is an advanced scale-out file system that supports NFS and object storage on the same platform. 

FlashBlade//S is a unified fast file and object (UFFO) platform, purpose-built to handle all the workloads generated during 

software development and chip design. The ability of the FlashBlade//S platform to efficiently serve all different types of I/O 

under high concurrency and parallelism makes it an excellent fit for high-performance environments. It enables organizations to 

consolidate data silos and share data in today’s rapidly-evolving, data-first world.

Employing a validated architecture of Perforce on Pure Storage FlashBlade//S brings several benefits, including zero downtime for 

edge servers ensuring high availability, better performance for Perforce databases, scalability for user work areas, faster backup 

and recovery for Perforce databases, and data reduction for large repositories. 

FIGURE 2  Hybrid architecture for Perforce Helix Server with FlashArray™ and FlashBlade//S

RapidFile Toolkit
FlashBlade//S can store extensive datasets on NFS shares with intricate directory structures and varying file sizes. Carrying out 

file system operations on FlashBlade//S through standard UNIX commands like "ls," "du," "chmod," "chown," "find," "rm," “cp,” and 

"tar" can be extremely time-consuming. This is because these UNIX commands involve single-threaded serial RPC calls through a 

single TCP connection to the FlashBlade//S array.

Pure Storage provides a host-based utility called RapidFile Toolkit. is a Linux utility that can perform multiple-threaded operations, 

scaling in performance with concurrent RPC calls and multiple TCP connections to FlashBlade//S. Managing files with RapidFile 

Toolkit and FlashBlade//S brings significant speed-up to workflows compared to traditional Linux file utilities and storage 

platforms.

RapidFile Toolkit can be downloaded from the following URL (requires Pure 1 credentials):

RapidFile Toolkit v2.1 for FlashBlade//S

note:  The RapidFile Toolkit page on Pure Support website contains detailed information about the RapidFile Toolkit commands, 
and how to download and install RapidFile Toolkit.

https://www.purestorage.com/products/unstructured-data-storage/flashblade-s/unified-fast-file-object.html
https://www.purestorage.com/docs.html?item=/type/pdf/subtype/doc/path/content/dam/pdf/en/white-papers/wp-digital-asset-mgmt-with-perforce-helix-core.pdf
https://support.purestorage.com/FlashBlade/Purity_FB/Purity_FB_Release/02_Purity_FB_Release_Information/RapidFileToolkit
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RapidFile Toolkit includes a set of commands such as "pls," "pdu," "pchmod," "pchown," "pfind," "prm," “pcopy,” and "ptar" that 

enable you to manage, find, and copy millions of files stored on FlashBlade//S. These commands generate parallel threads that 

are significantly faster (5x to 50x) than traditional UNIX commands. RapidFile Toolkit can be used in various workflows such as 

software development, EDA, AI/ML, genomics, and analytics.

Accelerating Creation of Perforce Work Areas Using RapidFile Toolkit
Figure 3 illustrates the typical software development environments, which include various development branches for developers 

to work with.

FIGURE 3  Sample source code branches vs. developer work areas

In a conventional Perforce production environment, the "p4 sync" command in combination with "chown", is frequently employed 

to duplicate all the source files, enlist the work area in the Perforce database, and modify the ownership of the files and 

directories. However, the "chown" process can be time-consuming, particularly for datasets larger than 100GB. This is followed by 

compiling the source code using “make” in the user work area before the developer can start working on the code.

Instead of pulling the code from every development branch and compiling them independently in different work areas, a more 

efficient method is to have each development branch with its own work area containing the source files and dependencies 

followed by a “full” build. The branch work area is currently populated with the source code, dependencies and the binaries. 

The developers can start to code after copying the files to the user private work area from the respective branch work area. As 

developers commit changes to the development branch, an incremental build can be automatically triggered with the changes in 

the respective branch work areas before merging the changes to the MAIN code. This keeps the development branches up-to-

date and notifies developers with uncommitted code changes in their private work areas. The development branch work areas can 

be configured in different directories, alongside the MAIN source files in the same "p4 depot" file system on FlashBlade//S.

Accelerating the Creation of Perforce User Work Area
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To accelerate creating a Perforce user work area, follow the below steps.

1.	 Use the RapidFile Toolkit “pcopy” command to copy the latest source code, dependencies, and binaries from the develop-

ment branch area to the private work areas of the developers. 

2.	 After the files are copied, use the “p4 sync -k” command to register the developer work area to the Perforce database. 

3.	 As the “p4 depot” file system and the user work area are configured on FlashBlade//S over NFS, use the following “pcopy” 

command to copy all the source files and the binaries from the development work areas in the “p4 depot” to the private work 

areas of the developers.

pcopy -r /p4_synctest/synctest/ws50gb /p4ws_new/workspaces/wstest

In the above “pcopy” command, the source and the destination file systems are on the same FlashBlade//S. The source and target 

can also be on two separate FlashBlade//S systems. The source file system is the “p4 depot” that has the MAIN source files and 

the compiled development branch work areas. The target is the “p4 workspaces” file system for all the developers’ private work 

areas. The RapidFile Toolkit “pcopy” is capable of moving select files and directories from the source and target locations.

Creating a Perforce Work Area Using “p4 sync” and “pcopy” 

Both “p4 sync” and “pcopy” methods sync the client work area with the depot. 

Creating Perforce user work area using the native “p4 sync”

Creating Perforce user work area using Pure Storage RapidFile Toolkit “pcopy” 
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Test Methodology 
The solution was validated by taking into account the following considerations: 

• The P4 depot file systems were configured over NFS on FlashBlade//S arrays. P4 depot file systems refer to the file systems 

used by Perforce to store source code and other development artifacts. 

• P4 depot file systems of different sizes (50GB, 150GB, 250 GB, and 500 GB) were created on the FlashBlade//S that were 

used by the main Perforce commit server for the test. 

• A typical p4 work area creation process happens in three parts – “p4 sync” to read the source code from the p4depot to the 

newly created work area, “chown” to change the ownership, and “p4c” or “make” to compile the source code in the newly 

created work area. 

• The tests were performed by measuring the time it took to create Perforce user work areas using the native “p4 sync” and 

“chown” commands, which was considered as the baseline. The time taken to compile the source code in the newly created 

work area was not recorded. Adding the compile time in the work area will increase the overall onboarding time for the end 

user. 

• All the tests were repeated for the Perforce work areas using the “pcopy” command and the completion time was compared 

with the baseline.

• The work area creation was scaled up to 25 Perforce clients.

Test Results and Observations
1.	 In pcopy method, the compiled code is stored in a work area and copied to all user work areas using pcopy. Conventionally, 

in Perforce, if the compile needs to be performed by a different user, the “chown” command needs to be executed. “chown” 

takes comparably more time than “pchown” (see the below scenario for 500gb dataset). 

Time taken by “chown” command
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Time taken by “pchown” command:

2.	 The test results (Figure 4) demonstrate that the "pcopy" command from RapidFile Toolkit was able to copy all the source files 

and binaries to the developers' private work areas in half the time (2x acceleration) compared to using "p4 sync" command 

from native Perforce. For datasets of different sizes (50GB, 150GB, 250GB, and 500GB), the results show the same time 

difference in the developer work area creation process.

FIGURE 4  Creating Perforce user work areas with “pcopy” and “p4 sync” commands 
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3.	 Another critical observation was that the Perforce server was not performing any IOPS or throughput while the “pcopy” 

operation was copying the files and the binaries to the developer work areas.  

FIGURE 5  Resource usage of Perforce server when using “pcopy” and “p4 sync” commands

In Figure 5, the table on the left shows that CPU utilization for the Perforce server was approximately 30% and was pushing 1 

GBps throughput when using the “p4 sync” command. A 1GBps throughput saturates a 10Gbps Ethernet connection. In most of 

the customer scenarios, the network becomes the most common bottleneck while scaling the number of developer work areas. 

The table on the right shows that the Perforce server hardly used its resources when using “pcopy” command. Instead, it can 

be seen that the CPU and the network utilization were offloaded to the FlashBlade//S array. Even though FlashBlade//S array 

resources were heavily used during the “pcopy” operation, the duration of the “pcopy” operation was short. This allows the 

Perforce server to perform some core functionality to write and update committed code changes from local and remote users.

4.	 There was a significant data reduction on the FlashBlade//S for the user's private work areas. The test showed a data reduc-

tion of 2.6:1 for the dataset in the file system on FlashBlade//S used by all the 20 Perforce clients.
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Conclusion
This paper validates RapidFile Toolkit, a solution designed to efficiently manage millions of files is ideal for rapid acceleration of 

work area creation for Perforce users on Pure FlashBlade//S arrays. The solution is easy to use and set up, and requires minimal 

changes to existing processes and workflows. While there are many solutions available to accelerate the creation of private 

developer work areas, the RapidFile Toolkit "pcopy" command is unique because it can copy millions of files in parallel, quickly. 

This parallel copying operation allows developer work areas to exist as directories in a single file system on FlashBlade//S. 

This solution allows you to offload the resource utilization overhead from the Perforce server to FlashBlade//S, resulting in cost 

efficiency for the overall software development pipeline. Onboarding developers is twice as fast with RapidFile Toolkit for creating 

private user work areas. Additionally, when you follow the methodology outlined in this paper, it can also reduce build time after 

code changes are submitted to the development branch work areas. Quick sync up of the source files and binaries in private work 

areas also boosts productivity.
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